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ude
AwAKENING

A comedown from all the year-end partying, now’s the perfect time to toss those
heavy-handed cosmetics habits and go naked. Beauty is skin deep, so start off
the season with the basics – perfect complexions and barely-there makeup.
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GOLDEN AGE
A touch of gold on your
eyes and lips is the fastest
way to take your nude look
from day to night. If you’re
up for a challenge, experiment
with your gold cream
shadow and create futuristic
graphic shapes.

BROW DELIGHT
(Opposite page)
When it comes to the nude
lip, forego the obvious heavy
eye and go for strong brows
instead. They frame the face
and work like accessories
– completing the look to
perfection. In this case, use
a brow brush and powder to
thicken the brows and for
a natural finish.
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WOOD NYMPH
The easiest palettes for
nailing the nude look are
beiges and browns. To avoid
looking too washed out,
choose an eyeshadow base
that has shimmer or bronze
undertones and a creamy
lipstick that’s a shade paler
than your natural lip colour.
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SMOOTH OPERATOR
It’s all about the glow when
it comes to your skin taking
centre stage. The key to
a perfect complexion is
to moisturise, moisturise,
moisturise. This way, you
wouldn’t need to conceal
imperfections, just dust on a
bit of mineral loose powder
and you’re on your way to
healthy, glowing skin.

PINK UP
(Opposite page)
Nude eyes are best
complemented with a
peachy blush and pink lip.
Keep your brows natural
with clear brow gel and
slather on some eyelid base
for a subtle sheen.

